A concurrent system of synchronous communicating agents is assembled from simpler sequential agents by parallel composition and hiding. For example, hide a 1 ; : : :a l in (p 1 kp 2 : : :kp n ) describes the system of communicating agents p 1 ; : : :p n in which the communication events a 1 ; : : :a l are hidden. Consider descriptions of two systems p and q of synchronously communicating nite state agents. Assume that one wants to check whether p q for one of the commonly used equivalence . We show that this question is PSPACE hard for all equivalences that lie between strong bisimulation and trace equivalences. For some equivalences exponential lower and upper bounds are proven. We also show that this problem is NP hard and co-NP hard even for a class of very simple nite agents.
Abstract
A concurrent system of synchronous communicating agents is assembled from simpler sequential agents by parallel composition and hiding. For example, hide a 1 ; : : :a l in (p 1 kp 2 : : :kp n ) describes the system of communicating agents p 1 ; : : :p n in which the communication events a 1 ; : : :a l are hidden. Consider descriptions of two systems p and q of synchronously communicating nite state agents. Assume that one wants to check whether p q for one of the commonly used equivalence . We show that this question is PSPACE hard for all equivalences that lie between strong bisimulation and trace equivalences. For some equivalences exponential lower and upper bounds are proven. We also show that this problem is NP hard and co-NP hard even for a class of very simple nite agents.
1. Introduction
Equivalences
There is a variety of semantics for concurrency that re ects the alternatives: linear time vs branching time, interleaving vs causality. Here we consider only interleaving semantics. In such a setting concurrent systems are described by labeled transition systems Plo] or in a more classical terminology by automata (may be with in nite number of states). Usually a behavior equivalence (an implementation preorder ) is introduced on labeled transition systems. The question whether system p behaves like (implements) system q is mathematically reformulated as a question whether p q (p q). In the literature on concurrency many such equivalences were proposed (see RvG] ). For example, in classical automata theory, two automata are equivalent i they accept the same language. This equivalence is sometimes called language equivalence. Weak trace equivalence is an equivalence on labeled transition systems that is even coarser than language equivalence. Two labeled transition systems are (weak) trace equivalent if the automata obtained from them by marking all states as accepting states are language equivalent. Weak trace equivalence is considered as the coarsest behavior equivalence of interest. Language and weak trace equivalences completely ignore branching. For example, they identify the automata described by expressions a(b + c) and ab + ac, which are considered as di erent in most theories of concurrency. Informally, their di erence is justi ed as follows: the rst automaton after performing a can choose between b and c; on the other hand, the second automaton after performing a is unable to choose; only one of actions b; c is available in the state it has reached. Another extreme equivalence is (strong) bisimulation equivalence. It catches very subtle di erences between labeled transition systems on the basis of their branching structure. It has a very appealing mathematical theory and is accepted as the nest behavior equivalence of interest for concurrency (it is often argued that strongly bisimilar labeled transition systems are indistinguishable for all reasonable notions of observations). Many equivalences on labeled transition systems were studied in the literature. Failure equivalence BHR], acceptance equivalence He], weak bisimulation equivalence Mi], observational congruence Mi] are only few among many well investigated equivalences RvG] . There is no consensus what is the best equivalence or what criteria it should satisfy. But it seems that there exists a consensus that a good equivalence should lie between trace and bisimulation equivalences. This consensus is supported by Empirical Fact: All equivalences studied in the literature lie between bisimulation and trace equivalences. 1 operations: the size of automata pkq is of the order jpj jqj. Therefore, if n i is the size of p i then the size of system p 1 kp 2 : : :kp k is n 1 n 2 n k and it is exponential in the size n 1 + n 2 + n k + k of its description. This fact is known as state explosion.
Given descriptions hide a 1 ; : : :a l in (p 1 kp 2 : : :kp n ) and hide b 1 ; : : :b m in (q 1 kq 2 : : :kq k ) of two synchronously communicating systems p and q. Assume that one wants to check whether p q for one of the commonly used equivalences. A straightforward algorithm will construct automata p and q and then will check their -equivalence. Since the sizes of p and q are exponential in the sizes of their description, the complexity of this algorithm is at least EX-PTIME. Can the descriptions of p, q in terms of their components p i ; q j be used in order to obtain an e cient algorithm? J. F. Groote and F. Moller GM] considered the problem of checking bisimulation equivalence between two systems p = p 1 kp 2 : : :kp n and q = q 1 kq 2 : : :kq n of nite automata. They developed a method that avoids the`state explosion'-problem. It works only in the case when there is no communication between the components of the systems. Their algorithm is polynomial and works not only for strong bisimulation equivalence, but also for other equivalences which satisfy a certain set of axioms.
Our Contribution
We investigate the complexity of checking equivalences between networks of communicating nite agents.
Such a network p can be described as hide a 1 ; : : :a l in (p 1 kp 2 : : :kp n ) where p i are nite state automata and a i are communication events. Here not only communications between components of a system are allowed, but also some communication events can be hiding (to become invisible -moves). Given two networks p and q and an equivalence on automata. We show that the problem whether p q is: (1) PSPACE-hard for all equivalences which lie between strong bisimulation and trace equivalence. (2) it is NP hard and co-NP hard for all equivalences which lie between strong bisimulation and trace equivalences even in the case when p i ; q j are acyclic automata. (3) for language and trace equivalences the problem is EXPSPACE-complete and we provide DSPACE( (c n=log n )) lower bound and DSPACE(O(d n )) upper bound. It is clear that that a lower bound for checking an equivalence is also a lower bound for checking any implementation preorder that generates . Note that the algorithm that rst constructs p and q and then checks whether they are bisimulation equivalent using Paige and Tarjan algorithm, has EXP-TIME complexity and gives us an upper bound for checking bisimulation. Our results are summarized in gure 1. We use parallel composition and hiding a la Hoare. However, the results stated above are valid for Milner parallel composition and restriction. They also remain valid in any language which is able to describe net operations succinctly. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides basic de nitions. In section 3 lower bounds are proved for a net over acyclic automata. In section 4 PSPACE hardness of checking any reasonable equivalence for nets of automata is given. In section 5 we show EXPSPACE completeness of verifying trace equivalence. Section 6 -conclusion and further results. The main results of the paper were announced in Ra].
Basic De nitions
Section 2.1 introduces labeled transition systems. In section 2.2 trace and strong bisimulation equivalences are de ned. The former is considered as the coarsest equivalence and the later as the most discriminating equivalence for interest of interleaving semantics for concurrency. In section 2.3 synchronization and hiding operations on labeled transition systems are de ned. Section 2.4 introduces net expressions -a language for description of nets. (1) The alphabet is implicitly presented in the automata theory. Usually it is extracted from the transition diagram that de nes an automaton. The role of the alphabet in concurrency is much more important. The appearance of a in the alphabet of T, but not as a label of a transition of T implies that a will be blocked in any system that runs in parallel with T. (2) In our de nition, unlike in the de nition of automaton, the set of accepting states was not mentioned. Implicitly, all states are accepting states. It is a technical decision that simpli es our presentation.
Labeled Transition Systems

Trace and Strong Bisimulation Equivalences
A nite alternating sequence q 0 ; a 1 ; q 1 ; a 1 ; a n ; q n of states of LTS T and actions of T is an execution sequence of T if q 0 is the initial state of T and q i?1 We say that an equivalence 1 re nes an equivalence 2 (notations 1 2 ) if T 1 1 T 2 implies T 1 2 T 2 . We say that lies between 1 and 2 if 1 2 .
Operations on Labeled Transition Systems
We de ne here synchronization (parallel composition) and hiding operations a la Hoare which are more convenient for our purposes. Yet, all results given in this paper are valid if Milner's parallel composition and restriction are used or if one uses combinators from other CCS-like languages that are able to express net operations.
Synchronization. ( Let A = fa 1 ; a 2 ; a n g be a set of actions. We use notation hide A in T for hide a 1 in (hide a 2 in (hide a n in T) : : :). Since hide a in (hide b in T)) = hide b in (hide a in T)) this is a well de ned notation. Note also that synchronization is commutative and associative, hence p 1 kp 2 : : :kp n is well de ned.
Net Expressions
A system of concurrently communicating agents is assembled from simple systems by parallel composition and hiding. Below net expressions are introduced; they describe systems of concurrently communicating agents.
Let fC T g be a set of constant indexed by labeled transition systems.
The set of net expressions is de ned by:
EXP := C T j EXPjjEXP j hide a 1 : : :a n in EXP
Semantics ] ] assigns to any net expression a labeled transition system. It is de ned inductively in a standard way: size(C T ) = number of transitions +number of states + the size of the alphabet of T. size(E 1 jjE 2 ) = size(E 1 ) + size(E 2 ) + 1 size(hide a 1 : : :a n in EXP) = size(EXP) + n A normal form net expression is an expression of the form hide a 1 : : :a n in (C T 1 jjC T 2 jj : : :jjC Tm ).
One can easily show Fact 1: There exists an algorithm that for every net expression E nds a normal form net expression E 0 such that E is bisimulation equivalent to E 0 and the size of E is equal to the size of E 0 .
Proof: This fact follows from the commutativity of jj and the following two laws: Proof: We will show here only co-NP hardness. The proof for NP-hardness is similar. We provide a reduction from the tautology problem. The tautology problem is de ned as follows. There is a nite set fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : :x n g of propositional variables. A literal is either a variable or its negation. A formula A is in 3-Disjunctive Normal Form if it is of the form _ i c i , where each c i is a conjunction of three literals c i =^3 j=1 l i;j . The problem whether 8x 1 : : :x n A is true is known as 3-DNF tautology problem, and it is co-NP complete. We are going to construct an expression that simulates this formula. The labeled transition system X i will`simulate' variable x i ; C i will`simulate' conjunct c i and D will`simulate' a disjunction of conjuncts. We will use structured alphabet -labels are of the form < ch; v >. Rather than giving formal de nitions we provide a generic example of the construction.
Assume that x 1 occurs positively in c 1 and c 3 and negatively in c 4 . Then X 1 is the LTS in Fig. 2 . Assume that c 3 is x 1^x2^: x 4 ; C 3 will be as in Fig. 3 . Disjunction is simulated by D in Fig. 4 . Let us sketch some ideas underlying constructions of X 1 , C 3 and D. is a tautology; in this case the Sys is bisimulation equivalent to the system l < Result; T > (see Fig. 5 ). Hence, if the formula is a tautology, then Sys l < Result; T > for any equivalence which is coarser than bisimulation equivalence. 5. Sys has a maximal path with the last action labeled by < Result; F > i the formula is not a tautology; in this case Sys is not trace equivalent to l < Result; T >. Hence, if the formula is not a tautology, then Sys 6 l < Result; T > for any equivalence that re nes trace equivalence. 6. From 4 and 5, it follows that for any equivalence between trace and bisimulation equivalences Sys l < Result; T > i the original formula is tautology.
2
Remarks: Hiding is not essential for co-NP hardness; one can compare systems X 1 k kX n kC 1 kC 2 kC k kD with X 1 k kX n kC 1 kC 2 kC k kDkTRUE, were TRUE is the LTS over the alphabet f< Result; T >; < Result; F >g given in Fig. 5 . They are equivalent i the simulated formula is a tautology.
PSPACE lower bound
Let p 1 : : :p n ; q 1 : : :q r be nite labeled transition systems and be an equivalence which lies between strong bisimulation and trace equivalences. It is easy to see that we have provided above all the transitions of SIM that are reachable from its initial state. Recall that M is deterministic and it always reaches the rejecting or the accepting state. Hence, from the above description of simulation of M by SIM it follows that the reachable part of SIM is a path. Moreover, if M makes s moves on the input x the length of this path is 3 s+2 and the last action of the path is accept (reject) i M accepts (rejects) x. This is summarized by Observation 1:
1. SIM is a path; its last action is labeled either by accept or by reject and no other action is labeled by accept or reject. 2. The last action of SIM is labeled by accept i M accepts x. 3. The last action of SIM is labeled by reject i M rejects x. Now, let ACCEPT be the automaton over the alphabet faccept, rejectg with two states and only one transition from the initial state to the second state; this transition is labeled by accept. From Observation 1, it follows Observation 2: For any equivalence between trace and bisimulation equivalences (CONTROL n jjCELL 1 jjCELL 2 jj jjCELL pol(n) jjACCEPT) (CONTROL n jjCELL 1 jjCELL 2 jj jjCELL pol(n) ) if and only if M accepts x.
The reader can easy check that the size of CELL i is independent of n, the size of CONTROL n is O(pol(n)) and that our reduction is polynomial. 2
Remarks: (Some strengthenings of theorem 3.)
1. Let T =< Q; q 0 ; A; !> be a labeled transition system. Let Q 0 be the subset of Q reachable from the initial state q 0 and let ! 0 be the restriction of ! on Q 0 . Let Reach(T) be the labeled transition system < Q 0 ; q 0 ; A; ! 0 >.
We say that an equivalence is reasonable if (A) re nes trace equivalence and (B) T Reach(T) for any T. Our proof shows that theorem 3 holds for any reasonable equivalence. 2. A slight modi cation of the reduction used in our proof shows that the problem whether hide a 1 ; : : :a k in (p 1 kp 2 : : :p n ) q is PSPACE hard for any equivalence between trace and bisimulation equivalences.
Indeed, let LOOP be the labeled transition system over the alphabet faccept, rejectg with only one state s and with the only one transition s ?! s. Let CONTROL 0 n be obtained from CONTROL n by deleting the transition between the states Accept and FINAL and adding -transition Accept ?! Accept. Let lab be the alphabet of CONTROL n , except for the actions accept and reject. PSPACE lower bound follows from the observation that hide lab in (CONTROL 0 n jjCELL 1 jjCELL 2 jj jjCELL pol(n) ) LOOP if and only if M accepts x.
3. Our proof of theorem 3 also shows that the problem whether p 1 kp 2 : : :kp k is -equivalent to q 1 kq 2 : : :kq r is PSPACE-hard for any equivalence between trace and bisimulation equivalences. Indeed, just note that hiding is not used in Observation 2. 4. Many equivalences ignore some of the internal behavior ( -transitions) and have the following . property:
Property of -abstraction:
For every communication a and every labeled transition system p a p ap
In particular p l p for every l > 0. A slight modi cation of the reduction used in our proof show that Corollary 4: for any p and any equivalence that has -abstraction property and lies between trace and bisimulation equivalences, the problem whether hide a 1 ; : : :a n in (p 1 kp 2 : : :kp k ) is -equivalent to p is PSPACE hard. Below we describe what modi cation should be made in the proof of Theorem 3 in order to show that
The problem whether (p 1 jp 2 : : :jp k ) n fa 1 ; : : :a l g is -equivalent to (q 1 jq 2 : : :jq r ) n fb 1 ; : : :b m g is PSPACE-hard for any equivalence between trace and bisimulation equivalences.
Let CELL i and CONTROL n be de nes as in the proof of Theorem 3. Let lab be the alphabet of CONTROL n , except the actions accept and reject. Let CONTROL 0 n be obtained from CONTROL n by renaming every communication in lab by its complement communication (we do not rename the actions accept and reject). Let SIM 0 be (CONTROL 0 n jCELL 1 j : : :jCELL pol(n) ) Note that the reachable part of SIM 0 n lab is a path in which the last action is labeled by accept or reject and all other actions are labeled by .
Moreover, the last action is labeled by accept i and only if M accepts x. Therefore, for any equivalence between trace and bisimulation equivalences (SIM 0 n lab) SIM 0 n (lab frejectg) if and only if M accepts x.
This completes the proof.
EXPSPACE completeness of trace equivalence
Theorem 6: The problem whether hide a 1 ; : : :a k in (p 1 kp 2 : : :p n ) is trace equivalent to hide b 1 ; : : :b m in (q 1 kq 2 : : :q r ) is EXPSPACE-complete.
Proof: Meyer and Stockmeyer MeS] have shown the EXPSPACE completeness of deciding whether the language of a regular expression with squaring over alphabet is equal to . We will provide a polynomial time reduction from the above problem to the problem of trace equivalence of net expressions. Our proof gives DSPACE(c n=log n ) lower bound. The upper bound of DSPACE(O(d n )) is obtained similarly to the proof of theorem 13.14 in HU]. Regular expressions with squaring may use the usual operations union, concatenation and Kleene's star as well as squaring operation R 2 = RR.
Notations: We use the notation Lan(R) for the language de ned by an expression R. For a language L we denote by Prefix(L) the language which contains all the pre xes of the strings in L.
Theorem 7: MeS] Let be an alphabet of size > 1. There is a constant c > 1 such that no deterministic Turing machine with space bound c n can check whether the language of a regular expression with squaring over alphabet is equal to .
Let be an alphabet and s; e be two actions not in . For any R -regular expression with squaring over , we will construct a net expression R s;e such that the following properties are satis ed:
Properties of the construction Theorem 6 will follow from Meyer-Stockmeyer's EXPSPACE-completeness theorem, fact 1 (see section 2.4) and the above properties. In the remainder of the section we provide a construction which satis es properties 1 and 2. The construction is de ned inductively by the the structure of regular expressions with squaring Let l 1 and l 2 be the lengths of the binary descriptions of R and of the normal form of R s;e respectively. Since the size of R s;e is O(size(R)) and R s;e has at most O(size(R)) fresh actions it follows that l 2 = O(l 1 log l 1 ). Hence, by theorem 7, it follows:
Corollary 9: There is a constant c > 1 such that no deterministic Turing machine with space bound c n= logn can check whether hide a 1 ; : : :a k in (p 1 kp 2 : : :p n ) is trace equivalent to q.
Conclusion and Further Results
We demonstrated that the problem of equivalence of synchronously communicating systems of nite agents is PSPACE-hard for any equivalence between bisimulation and trace equivalences. As it was mentioned in the introduction, in order to check bisimulation equivalence between p = hide a 1 ; : : :a l in (p 1 kp 2 : : :kp n ) and q = hide b 1 ; : : :b m in (q 1 kq 2 : : :kq k ), one can rst construct p and q and then apply the algorithm given by Paige and Tarjan PT]. This procedure requires exponential time. Our conjecture is:
Conjecture: EXPTIME-lower bound can be proved for all equivalences between bisimulation and trace equivalences. Larry Stockmeyer Sto] proved EXPTIME lower bound for checking bisimulation and weak bisimulation equivalences. We proved EXPSPACE-completeness for the problem of checking trace equivalence between synchronous systems of nite agents. Let us mention other equivalences for which we can prove EXPSPACE lower bound. Bisimulation equivalence was originally de ned as the limit of the sequence 0 ; 1 ; k of successively ner equivalences (see Mi] page 224). We can show that for every xed k checking k equivalence between systems of synchronously communicating agents is EXPSPACE-hard. Language equivalence is de ned on automata like in classical automata theory. 2 Synchronization and hiding can be de ned in a natural way on the automata. The proof of EXPSPACE-completeness for language equivalence is very similar to the proof for trace equivalence. The results of the paper hold not only for parallel composition and hiding a la Hoare that were considered here, but also for CCS parallel composition and restriction Mi] and for other languages in which net operations can be described succinctly. Indeed, in our proofs of lower bounds we used expressions of the form hide a 1 : : :a n in (p 1 ; : : :p k ) with the property that every communication action c occurs in at most two among p 1 ; : : :; p k . Any expression E that appears in the proofs of our theorems, can be translated in a polynomial time to a bisimulation equivalent expression E 0 of the form (q 1 j : : :q k ) n fb 1 ; : : :b l g where j and n are CCS parallel composition and restriction operators. Moreover, the size of E 0 is linear in the size of E. (We provided such a translation for the expressions that appear in the proof of theorem 3; see the last remark in section 4. Appropriate translations for theorem 2 and theorem 4 are even simpler.) Hence, all our theorems hold for CCS parallel composition and restriction. In this paper we considered only interleaving semantics and ignored partial order or`true' concurrency semantics. In Ja] the complexity of equivalence of 1-safe labeled Petri nets under variety of`true' concurrency equivalences was investigated.
